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It is so good to be able to write to you all without using the phrase, ‘we do hope to see everyone soon’. I am
sure we were all delighted to hear officially this week that all year groups will be back at SHPPS on Monday 8th
March – we are genuinely so excited at the prospect of being back together. Various restrictions will still be in
place in accordance with all guidance and government directions, and we will continue to ensure the school is
fully in line with all requirements and continues its COVID safe protocols.
There has been a positive feel in the air this week, helped enormously by the glorious spring sunshine. The
children appear to have returned from half-term re-energised and in fine spirits, and they have produced some
outstanding work, some of which you will see and read about in this Newsletter.
One of the highlights of the week for me is popping into the children’s various class meets and saying hello to
everyone. This week I joined Reception Class to speak to them in their live assembly, continuing their recent
theme of thinking about ways they have changed since they were very little. I was able to share some of the
ways that I have changed, and even managed to show them a photograph of me as a very, very young boy
(and, yes the picture was in colour!)
Talking of change, I have asked the children to look out for signs of change in the season and to see what signs
of Spring they can spot when they are out and about. I look forward to hearing about some of their discoveries
next week. Finally, many congratulations to all who took part in the SHS Trust ‘Journey to Tokyo’. The three
schools smashed the target, achieving over 10,000KM between them, just over half-term.
Have a lovely weekend,
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Nursery...

The seasons are on the turn and our Nursery children have become spring detectives, exploring and hunting for
signs of new growth. We studied the changes we spotted in the plants, listened to the birds chirping away in the
trees and we were lucky enough to see a sleepy butterfly fluttering around in the kitchen garden, looking for
nectar in the rosemary flowers that have just appeared with the lovely sunshine. Our number rhyme this week
was all about counting bright daffodils with their ‘golden crowns and green satin gowns.’ The children examined
and described Joshua’s lovely flowers sharing their sensory inspired descriptions –
“The flowers smell like roses, roses are my Mummy’s favourite.” said Belle
“The flowers are like cherries.” observed Jessica
“The stalks are all sticky!” said Xander
Our sound of the week is ‘e’, which tied in nicely with our new theme of Bugs, Buds and Eggs. It’s too soon for
the birds to lay their eggs but we saw a big crow collecting sticks and moss to make his nest. We wondered if
our friend the butterfly might be waiting for the little green buds to grow fat, pop open and show lovely green
leaves for her to lay her eggs on.
We are all really looking forward to the warmer weather and longer days of spring.
The Nursery Team
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Reception...

This week in Reception we began our exciting new topic 'Long, Long Ago.....' For our first history lessons we are
studying castles and life in medieval times. We made some amazingly creative castles using our knowledge of 3D
shapes and have written some lovely books based on 'That's not my castle'. We have become such accomplished
writers! We are really looking forward to our virtual trip to Windsor Castle next week.
We have looked at our own personal history and have enjoyed sharing some extremely cute baby photos! We
discussed our developmental journey from the time we were born, comparing our skills and capabilities now and
then. We enjoyed looking at Mr Akhurst’s own baby photographs in our live lesson!
We also spent time discussing the similarities and differences between us and people in our family. We found
lots of similarities between family members and some differences too. We all agreed that it would be very
boring if we were all the same and we should be proud to be different in some ways! We love these photos of
Leo with his amazing home made castle and Toby, demonstrating that he and his sister Ella can still fit into the
Moses basket they both used as babies!
The Reception Team
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Year One...

This week, the Year One children have begun their new topic on Pirates, using this as the base for much of their
work.

In English, pirate passports, pirate training sheets and treasure hunts have all been written, along with some
searching questions for Captain Seadog Sparrow and a selection of adjective-laden descriptions of discovered
treasure!
Measuring height, length and width have been the focus in our Maths lessons; comparing and measuring lots of
different objects.
The Year One Team

Ivy made a beautiful
treasure chest.
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Year Two...

This week, Year Two children have been
investigating the properties of 2D shapes. They
have carefully counted the sides and vertices and
found lines of symmetry.
We have started to learn about the rainforest and
which plants and animals might thrive in a
tropical climate. We read a wonderful poem
called 'The Rainforest Grew All Around' and then
wrote our own poems using the same style and
structure. We have been showing off our use of
preposition phrases and adjectives.
We have studied the work of
Henry Rousseau who managed to
paint jungle scenes without ever
leaving Paris!
The Year Two Team

Benji did some fantastic bubble science at home and Oscar had
some help with his online learning from an unusual source!
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TRACK AWARDS...
This week’s TRACK Awards were given to:

Nursery
Belle for Care
Helen for Resilience
Ethan for Aspiration
Florence for Teamwork

RECEPTION
Gabriel for Resilience
Zac for Aspiration
William C for Resilience
Ted for Aspiration

YEAR ONE
Zach for Kindness and Teamwork
Felix for Aspiration
Liam for Aspiration
Jeevan for Resilience

YEAR 2
Ibby for Aspiration
Frank for Resilience
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YEARand
Out
1 About...

We love this photo of Joshua picking
daffodils during half term.

Danny spent a
lot of time
climbing trees!

Senan and Oran
made “sand angels”
in the forest!

Rufus and Ivy played in a den in
the trees.
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YEARand
Out
1 About...

Harry and Kingsley had a
wonderful time at Hampton
Court Palace, searching for the
King and Queen!

Cam B had a very busy half term! When he wasn’t practising balloon
modelling he became a nocturnal amphibian spotter! We love this photo of
him heading off towards Littleworth Common! He found too many toads to
count and a beautiful little newt too.
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YEARat1Home...
Fun

Charlie and his sister Sophie
made some delicious flapjacks!

Gabriel was rolled up!
We were hugely impressed by this loaf
of bread which Liam made, using a
recipe from the Little Red Hen cookery
book.

We love this photo of George
joining in with the House
Challenge and can you spot him
in this tree?
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YEARand
Arts
1 Crafts and Indoor Games...
Arthur, rather brilliantly,
learnt to use a sewing
machine during half
term and made...his
very own dinosaur!

Congratulations to
Jeevan and Shree for
completing this 300
piece jigsaw puzzle!

Ollie very kindly made these lovely pom
poms for his friend’s cat, whose name is
Milo!
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Diorama Extravaganza...
We were hugely
impressed by Olly, who
made this beautiful little
3D house over half term
in response to the feature
in the last Newsletter.

Quote of the
Week
Quote
of the week

Olly used materials he
found around the house
and in recycling. We think
he’s shown exceptional
creativity.

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us
on Twitter our handle is
@shspreprep and we regularly
update the account with news on
the exciting activities in which the
children are taking part.
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Your Amazing Achievements! We are SO Proud of You!

We love this photo of Leo, who
can now ride his bike without
stabilisers!

Harley learnt to ride his bike
properly over the holidays.
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YEARFinally...A
1
And
few more lovely moment from our week.
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